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DETAILED ACTION

Notice To Applicant

This communication is in response to the amendment filed on 4/19/07. A request

for continued examination under 37 CFR 1.114, including the fee set forth in 37 CFR

1 .17(e), was filed in this application after final rejection. Since this application is eligible

for continued examination under 37 CFR 1.114, and the fee set forth in. 37 CFR 1.17(e)

has been timely paid, the finality of the previous Office Action has been withdrawn

pursuant to 37 CFR 1.114. Applicants submission filed on 5/21/07 has been entered.

Claims 88 and 97 have been amended and claims 88-92 and 97-102 are.pending.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

1. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set

forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and

the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the

Invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.

Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the Invention was made.

2. Claims 88-92, 97-100, and 102 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Thompson etal, (6,334,133; hereinafter Thompson) in view of

Mitsuoka et al. (6,466,914; hereinafter Mitsuoka).
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(A) As per claim 88, Thompson discloses a system comprising:

(1) a substitute fulfillment database having staff data records which include

information about certifications of the teacher, schedule information of the

teacher, and work duties of the teacher (reads on "an employee database

having information about qualifications of a plurality employees") (Fig. 3,

col. 8 lines 15-63), which include information on certifications of substitute

teachers (reads on "qualifications of a plurality of temporary employees")

(Fig. 3, col. 8 lines 15-63), wherein using the information in the database,

a server (30) generates a listing of opportunities for replacement workers

and makes the listing available through a web site interface (col. 10 lines

32-42) (reads on "the database having associations with web pages" and

"a web page is associated with each of the temporary employees"),

wherein the server maintains at least two interfaces, most preferably two

world wide web interfaces, for access to the substitute fulfillment system

via the Internet, wherein an interface or web site is directed towards client

organizations, such as school districts, wherein an interface or web site is

directed towards workers, and wherein another interface is directed

towards replacement workers or substitute teachers, wherein a substitute

teacher is able to use a web site interface and home based computer to

access and select listings of opportunities for substitute teachers (Fig. 1

,
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3-10, col. 6 lines 3-38, col. 8 lines 15-63, col. 9 lines 1-23, col. 10 lines 21-

42, col. 11 lines 16-30, col. 12 lines 1-17 and lines 33-36);

(2) a substitute fulfillment database having information about a plurality of

absent teachers and information about the criteria for being an appropriate

substitute teacher for the absent teacher (Fig. 3, col. 8 lines 15-63) (reads

on "a position database having information about a plurality of positions

and qualifications for positions");

(3) a server (Fig. 1) configured for:

(a) providing and updating the substitute fulfillment database with

information about a teacher's preferred substitute teachers using an

applet, which collects the information, wherein the applet is

transmitted to the communications and processing server (reads on

"preference message"), wherein the preferred substitute teachers

would substitute for a particular teacher when the teacher is absent

(reads on "open position") (col. 7 line 19 to col. 8 line 63) (reads on

"updating information about an open position in response to a

preference message requesting that a specific open position be

offered to at least one preferred temporary employee); and
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. (b) storing in a data record a list of preferred substitutes (Fig. 3, col. 8

lines 15-63), wherein the substitute fulfillment system locates the

list to replace an absent worker, wherein the substitute fulfillment

system then contacts the replacements who are on the list (col. 9

line 42 to col. 10 line 7) (reads on "notifying each preferred

temporary employee").

Thompson fails to expressly disclose a web page being made available to client

computers via "web browser programs," notifying each preferred temporary employee

"who meets the qualifications of the specific open position" and "posting information

about the specific open position to the web pages associated with each preferred

temporary employee and the specific open position being specially marked thereby

differentiating the specific open position from open positions that the temporary worker

is qualified to fill
."

Mitsuoka discloses the job-provider client and the contractor client using a

WWW-browser (col. 6 lines 51-62). Mitsuoka discloses sending a job offer notification

to only those contractors (reads on "temporary employee") that have at least a certain

aptitude value (reads on "qualifications of the specific open position") necessary for the

job (col. 11 lines 21-27).

As per the recitation of "posting information about the specific open position to

the web pages associated with each preferred temporary employee and the specific

open position being specially marked thereby differentiating the specific open position
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from open positions that the temporary worker is qualified to fill ," Mitsuoka discloses a

broker site accessed over the world wide web or internet, wherein when the contractor

client has received a job offer notification, the contractor can access the broker site with

the contractor client to check an offered job description on-screen and decide whether

to apply for the job or not (reads on "posting information about the specific open position

to the web pages associated with each preferred temporary employee") (Fig. 6, col. 1

lines 25-28, 39-46, col. 6 line 27 to col. 7 line 9, col. 7 line 65 to col. 8 line 5, col. 8 line

64 to col. 9 line 12).

As per the recitation of "the specific open position being specially marked thereby

differentiating the specific open position from open positions that the temporary worker

is qualified to fill /' the Examiner considers the job offer notification in Figure 6 to be a

form of specially marking the specific open position.

As per the recitation of "preferred temporary employees," Mitsuoka discloses that

the job offer notification is made based on the schedules of the contractors and is only

offered to those contractors whose schedules are free (col. 10 lines 2-50). Further,

Mitsuoka discloses that the job offer notification is made based on the aptitude values of

respective contractors, wherein the aptitude value is determined based on the results of

jobs that have been contracted before, wherein a job provider evaluates the contractor's

work as part of the aptitude value, wherein the job provider assigns a desired aptitude

value for a contractor than then the job offer notification is sent out only to contractors

who have at least the aptitude necessary for the job (col. 10 line 52 to col. 1 1 line 35,

col. 11 lines 51-58, col. 13 lines 31-47, col. 14 lines 53-60). It is further noted that
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Mitsuoka discloses notifying contractors of jobs tlirough email using the broker (Fig. 1,

col. 6 tine 27 to col. 7 line 9).

As per the recitation of "web pages associated with each preferred tennporary

employee," the Exanniner respectfully submits that accessing the broker site by the

contractor to view job offer notifications that are specific to the contractor based on the

contractor's schedule or aptitude is considered to be a form of "web pages associated

with each preferred temporary employee."

At the time the invention was made, it would have been obvious to one of

ordinary skill in the art to include the features of Mitsuoka within the system of

Thompson with the motivation of notifying only those contractors that are available or

have the required aptitude thus reducing the amount of data that is transmitted

{Mitsuoka: col. 10 lines 42-50 and col. 11 lines 41-50).

(B) As per claim 89, Thompson discloses the server generating a listing of

opportunities for replacement workers and making the listing available through a web

site interface which is accessible to replacement workers, wherein the workers can

select an assignment (col. 10 lines 32-42) (reads on "wherein each web page

associated with a temporary employee lists each open position that the temporary

employee is able to accept").

(C) As per claims 90-91
,
r/?ompson discloses the server generating a listing of

opportunities for replacement workers and making the listing available through a web
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site interface which is accessible to replacement workers, wherein the workers can

select an assignment (col. 10 lines 32-42).

Thompson fails to expressly disclose listing only the open positions that the

temporary employee is qualified to fill.

Mitsuoka discloses the contractor accessing a broker site over the Internet or WWW,

where the contractor access job offer notifications that transmitted to the contractor

based on the contractor's schedule and based on the contractor's aptitude (Fig. 6, col. 1

lines 25-28, 39-46, col. 6 line 27 to col. 7 line 9, col. 7 line 65 to col. 8 line 5, col. 8 line

64 to col. 9 line 12, (col. 10 lines 2-50, col. 10 line 52 to col. 11 line 35, col. 11 lines 51-

58, col. 13 lines 31-47, col. 14 lines 53-60).

At the time the invention was made, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary

skill in the art to include the features of Mitsuoka within the system oi Thompson with
4

the motivation of notifying only those contractors that are available or have the required

aptitude thus reducing the amount of data that is transmitted {Mitsuoka: col. 10 lines 42-

50 and col. 11 lines 41-50).

As per the recitation of "pass[ing] through a filter that filters out open positions for

which the absent employee has rejected the temporary employee," the Examiner

respectfully submits that Mitsuoka's disclosure of a broker program receiving job

offers from job offer providers, referring to the aptitude values and the desired

conditions of the contractors stored in the contractor database, retrieving the

contractors fulfilling certain conditions (reads on "a filter that filters out open

positions"), and then transmits job offer notifications only to those employees that

meet the conditions, wherein the aptitude values are based on evaluation of the

contractor's work by the job provider (Fig. 21 , col. 10 line 52 to col. 1 1 line 40, col.

13 lines 41-55, col. 14 lines 1-60) is a form of this feature. Also, note the

interpretations of the prior art discussed above under the 35 U.S.C. § 112 rejections.
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(D) As per claim 92, Thompson discloses the substitute worker being a substitute

teacher (col. 8 lines 14-63).

(E) Method claims 97-100 and 102 repeat the subject matter of system claims 88-92,

respectively, as a series of steps rather than as a set of system elements. As the

underlying system elements of claims 88-92 have been shown to be fully disclosed by

the collective teachings of Thompson and Mitsuoka in the above rejections of claims 88-

92, it is readily apparent that the system disclosed collectively by Thompson and

M/Ysuo/ca includes the system elements to perform these method steps.

As such, these limitations are rejected for the same reasons given above for

system claims 88-92, and incorporated herein.

3. Claim 101 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Thompson in view of Mitsuoka, as applied to claim 97, and further in view of Thomas et

al. (6,301,574; hereinafter Thomas).

(A) As per claim 101
,
Thompson discloses storing a personal identification number in

a data record for both the substitute teacher/replacement worker and the teacher/absent

worker (col. 8 lines 24-26).

As discussed above, Thompson also discloses a web site interface for substitute

teachers (col. 6 lines 24-38 and col. 10 lines 32-42). Further, Thompson discloses
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allowing a replacement work to access a web site interface to view listings of

opportunities for the replacement workers, wherein a web site is preferably secure (col.

9 lines 9-13, col. 10 lines 32-42).

However, Thompson and Mitsuoka do not expressly disclose receiving at least

one pass code and verifying the received at least one pass code. Thomas discloses a

contractor logging onto a database to access web pages, wherein the contractor is

required to enter a password to access the database (Fig. 1 ,
2A, 2B, 3, col. 3 line 61 to

col. 4 line 39, col. 5 lines 7-20, col. 5 line 29 to col. 6 line 8). It is respectfully submitted

that if access is provided to the database, the contractor must have entered the correct

password, which is a form of verifying the password.

At the time the invention was made, it would have been obvious to one of

ordinary skill in the art to include the features of Thomas within the method taught

collectively by Thompson and Mitsuoka with the motivation of providing a secure means

to access user information on a web site {Thompson; col. 9 lines 9-13), thus insuring the

confidentiality of user information.

Response to Arguments

4. Applicant's arguments filed on 19 April 2007 have been fully considered but they

are not persuasive. Applicant's arguments will be addressed below in the order in

which they appear in the response filed on 19 April 2007.
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(A) On pages 3-5 of the response filed on 19 September 2007, Applicant argues that

the prior art fails to teach, "posting information about the specific open position to the

web pages associated with each preferred temporary employee and the specific open

position being specially marked thereby differentiating the specific open position from

open positions that the temporary worker is qualified to fill
."

In response, the Examiner respectfully submits that the combined teachings of

Thompson and Mitsuoka teach Applicant's feature of "the specific open position being

specially marked." Mitsuoka discloses a broker site accessed over the world wide web

or internet, wherein when the contractor client has received a job offer notification, the

contractor can access the broker site with the contractor client to check an offered job

description on-screen and decide whether to apply for the job or not (Fig. 6, col. 1 lines

25-28, 39-46, col. 6 line 27 to col. 7 line 9, col. 7 line 65 to col. 8 line 5, col. 8 line 64 to

col. 9 line 12).

As per the recitation of "the specific open position being specially marked thereby

differentiating the specific open position from open positions that the temporary worker

is gualified to fill /' the Examiner considers the job offer notification in Figure 6 to be a

form of specially marking the specific open position.

The Examiner respectfully submits that Figure 6 and the other citations provided

(col. 1 lines 25-28, 39-46, col. 6 line 27 to col. 7 line 9, col. 7 line 65 to col. 8 line 5, col.

8 line 64 to col. 9 line 12) teach a form of specially marking an open position. This

interface in Figure 6 shows an open position for a job and it is "specially marked thereby

differentiating the specific open position from open positions that the temporan/ worker
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is qualified to fill
" because it is sent to the contractor based on a contractor's email

.

address. The email also is targeted to a specific contractor in some embodiments

based on the contractor's aptitude values, wherein the aptitude value is determined

based on the results of jobs that have been contracted before, wherein a job provider

evaluates the contractor's work as part of the aptitude value, wherein the job provider

assigns a desired aptitude value for a contractor than then the job offer notification is

sent out only to contractors who have at least the aptitude necessary for the job (col. 10

line 52 to col. 11 line 35, col. 11 lines 51-58, col. 13 lines 31-47, col. 14 lines 53-60).

This is also a form of a "specially marked" open position.

It is further noted that Mitsuoka discloses notifying contractors of jobs through

email using the broker (Fig. 1 , col. 6 line 27 to col. 7 line 9). As per the recitation of

"web pages associated with each preferred temporary employee," the Examiner

respectfully submits that accessing the broker site by the contractor to view job offer

notifications that are specific to the contractor based on the contractor's schedule or

aptitude is considered to be a form of "web pages associated with each preferred

temporary employee." It is also noted that there is no specific definition of what a

"specially marked" open position is, and thus the Examiner has given this limitation the

broadest reasonable interpretation.

Thus, based on the teachings of Mitsuoka, the Examiner respectfully submits

Applicant's claimed feature of a specific open position being specially marked is taught

by the applied prior art.
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Conclusion

5. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Mike Tomaszewski whose telephone number is

(571)272-81 17. The examiner can normally be reached on M-F 7:00 am - 3:30 pm.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, Joseph Thomas can be reached on (571)272-6776. The fax phone number

for the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a

USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information

system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000.

ROBERT V/MORSAN
PRIMARY EXAMINER

TECHNOLOGY CENTER 3600


